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Introduction

This ebook will give you 100 class marketing techniques. They can be for 

online and offline classes like eclasses, workshops, teleclasses, etc. You 

can sell informative classes or give them away to presell them one of your 

products. You'll get ideas for types of classes, assignments, study materials 

and class supplies.

1) You can advertise an consulting class. Have your students write/type 

things. Also give them an ebook to study. You can supply them with 

pencils.

2) You should announce an advice class. Let your pupils read things. 

Furthermore furnish them with a print report to learn. You might give them 

pens.

3) You could air a coaching class. Allow your apprentices to match stuff. 

Plus provide them with an ezine to grasp. You could stock them with paper.
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4) You might advise an analysis class. Make your newbies summarize 

things. And hand them a 'how to' article to master. You may let them use 

scissors.

5) You can auction off an audio class. Get your customers to outline stuff. 

Additionally present them with a membership site to read. You can provide 

them with printouts.

6) You should author a remedies class. Permit your beginners to study 

stuff. Also supply them with an e-class to listen to. You might furnish them 

with glue.

7) You could book a studying class. Instruct your amateurs to learn stuff. 

Furthermore lend them an e-report to hear. You could allow them to use a 

pencil sharpener.

8) You might broadcast a blueprints class. Advise your novices to 

memorize things. Plus give them a wiki page to read. You may lend them 

glue sticks.
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9) You can chronicle a case study class. Persuade your learners to list 

stuff. And deliver to them a online site to observe. You can distribute them 

writing software.

10) You should circulate a checklist class. Allow your observers to answer 

things. Additionally furnish them a biography to scan. You might pass out 

construction paper.

11) You could coach a brainstorm session class. Teach your listeners to 

make/create stuff. Also give them a directory to memorize. You could 

dispense them a ruler.

12) You might compile a column class. Prompt your trainees to name 

things. Furthermore present them with a book to review. You may assign 

them a notepad.

13) You can compose a commentary class. Assign your audience to 

essay/report stuff. Plus supply them with a newsletter to mentally digest. 

You can hand out them a binder.
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14) You should construct a comparing class. Order your clients to express 

things. And issue them a lesson to comprehend. You might supply them 

with dictionary.

15) You could consult a concept class. Ask your viewers to practice stuff. 

Additionally ship them a column to analysis. You could give them 

thesaurus.

16) You might cook up a mastermind class. Influence your spectators to 

describe things. Also dispense them a forum to evaluate. You may stock 

them with internet access.

17) You can create a success class. Request your onlookers follow along 

stuff. Furthermore extend them a music to remember. You can let them use 

a stapler.

18) You should demonstrate a group class. Urge your witnesses to reason 

things. Plus distribute to them a web cam to check out. You might provide 

them with dividers.
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19) You could design a critiquing class. Petition your hearers to research 

stuff. And grant them a movie to research. You could furnish them with 

pocket folders.

20) You might develop a project class. Suggest your group listens things. 

Additionally fetch them a mp3 to soak up. You may allow them to use a 

planner book.

21) You can direct a demonstration class. Recommend your followers look 

up stuff.  Also transfer them a magazine to take in. You can lend them 

calculator.

22) You should display a descriptions class. Require your class to 

find/discover things. Furthermore send them an audio book to understand. 

You might distribute them erasers.

23) You could distribute a directions class. Challenge your patrons to 

define stuff. Plus email them a list to follow. You could pass out markers to 

them.
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24) You might draft a sampling class. Push your buyers to reveal/expose 

things. And upload them a mobile site to absorb. You may dispense them 

colored pencils.

25) You can dream up a drawing/graphical class. Demand your purchasers 

locate stuff. Additionally advance them a links page to eye. You can assign 

them a computer.

26) You should educate a events class. Propose your enrollees spell 

things. Also remit them a search engine to see. You might hand out them a 

phone to use.

27) You could establish a examples class. Summon your members to 

organize/index stuff. Furthermore give them a script to look at. You could 

supply them with a laser printer.

28) You might exhibit a learning class. Direct your subscribers to 

compare/contrast things. Plus furnish them with a tutorial to focus on. You 

may give them use a copier.
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29) You can forge an explanation class. Guide your prospects to map 

out/model stuff. And provide them with a TV show to view. You can stock 

them with mechanical pencils.

30) You should expose a highlights class. Invite your leads to author things. 

Additionally hand out them a survey/poll to mentally devour. You might let 

them use white out.

31) You could film a factors class. Solicit your enlistees to draw/diagram 

stuff. Also present them with a autoresponder series to explore. You could 

provide them with crayons.

32) You might explain a faq class. Prescribe your supporters mastermind 

things. Furthermore supply them with a cd to inspect. You may furnish 

them with poster board.

33) You can forge a benefits class. Instruct your benefactors to understand 

stuff. Plus lend them an app to study/use. You can allow them to use felt.

34) You should form a formulas class. Rule your enthusiasts to read things 

out load. And give them an educational cartoon. You might hand out 

worksheets to them.
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35) You could formulate a experiments class. Have your disciples 

comprehend stuff. Additionally deliver them news commentary to grasp. 

You could distribute them spiral notebook.

36) You might form a health/fitness class. Let your practitioners review 

things.  Also furnish them a dvd to master. You may lend them a laptop to 

use.

37) You can give away a photo/picture class. Allow your fans to 

inspect/explore stuff. Furthermore give them a virtual world to read.  You 

can dispense them a paper weight.

38) You should grade a guest expert class. Make your associates debate 

things. Plus present them with a graph/pie charts to look at. You might give 

them tacks to use.

39) You could guide a facts class. Get your affiliates to check out stuff. And 

supply them with an online audio to hear. You could hand out paper clips 

for them to use.
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40) You might illustrate a models class. Permit your recruits time line 

things. Additionally issue them a video clip to watch. You may supply them 

with file folders.

41) You can instruct a ideas class. Instruct your starters to track down stuff. 

Also ship them a scrapbook/photo gallery to observe. You can give them 

desk.

42) You should invent a instructions class. Advice your rookies to do class 

exercises. Furthermore dispense them a podcast to hear. You might stock 

them with chairs.

43) You could invest in an interviewing class. Persuade your greenhorns to 

chart/graph stuff. Plus extend them a files/folders to memorize. You could 

let them use tables.

44) You might issue a career class. Enlist your newcomers to analysis 

things. And distribute to them a chat transcript to review. You may provide 

them with storage cabinets.
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45) You can launch a partnering class. Teach your visitors to generate 

stuff. Additionally grant them an autobiography to learn from. You can 

furnish them with drinks.

46) You should lecture a tutorial class. Prompt your colleagues to develop 

things. Also fetch them a infomercial to comprehend. You might give them 

snacks to eat.

47) You could make a note taking class. Assign your partners to present 

stuff. Furthermore transfer them a review to analysis . You could lend them 

fax machine.

48) You might manufacture a listing class. Order your temps to ask 

themselves things. Plus send them a message board to evaluate. You may 

offer them paper lamination.

49) You can market a loopholes class. Ask your interns to predict stuff. And 

email them a recording to remember. You can pass out them index cards.

50) You should mentor a methods class. Influence your students to 

prepare/plan things. Additionally upload them a teleseminar to check out. 

You might let them use a paper shredder.
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51) You could offer a myths disproving class. Request your pupils 

experiment/test stuff. Also advance them a blog to research. You could 

assign them labels.

52) You might organize a news class. Urge your apprentices to put in order 

things. Furthermore remit them screen shots to soak up. You may hand 

them out name badges.

53) You can pitch a opinions class. Petition your newbies to 

evaluate/formulate stuff. Plus give them a seminar to take in. You can 

supply them with envelopes.

54) You should post a objectives class. Suggest your customers give 

examples of things. And furnish them with a events calendar to understand. 

You might give them fill out forms.

55) You could prepare a outline class. Recommend your beginners make 

an argument about stuff. Additionally provide them with a interview to 

follow. You could stock them with paint.
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56) You might present a perspectives class. Require your amateurs to fill in 

things. Also hand out to them play by play broadcast to absorb. You may 

let them use easels.

57) You can produce a graphics class. Challenge your novices to 

choose/pick stuff. Furthermore present them with a written transcription to 

eye. You can provide them with dry eraser board.

58) You should profess a planning class. Push your learners to share 

knowledge on things. Plus supply them with a faq to see. You might furnish 

them with clip boards.

59) You could promote a presentation class. Assert your observers 

illustrate stuff. And lend them a workshop to look at. You could allow them 

to use calenders.

60) You might publicize a solutions class. Let your listeners ask for help 

things. Additionally donate them a quiz to take. You may lend them 

stationary.
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61) You can publish a preview class. Propose your trainees prioritize stuff. 

Also deliver them a teleclass to view. You can distribute them shipping 

labels.

62) You should push a problem solving class. Summons your audience to 

number/alphabetize things. Furthermore furnish them a presentation to 

watch. You might pass them out clear tape.

63) You could retail a procedures class. Direct your clients to answer 

yes/no stuff. Plus give them a drawing to explore. You could dispense them 

dry erase markers.

64) You might recommend a processes class. Guide your viewers to 

discuss/document things. And present them with a slide show to inspect. 

You may assign them a post it notes.

65) You can record a product review class. Invite your spectators to show 

how stuff. Additionally supply them with a training to study. You can hand 

them out headsets.
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66) You should release a pros/cons class. Solicit your onlookers figure out 

things. Also issue them a fan page to learn. You might supply them with 

web cam.

67) You could reveal a questions class. Prescribe your witnesses to 

add/subtract stuff. Furthermore ship them a online video to grasp. You 

could give them camera.

68) You might school a answers class. Instruct your hearers to 

divide/multiply things. Plus dispense them a software to master. You may 

stock them with video recorder.

69) You can schedule a recipe class. Rule your group solve stuff. And 

extend them an bulletin to read. You can also let them use TV.

70) You should start a reminder class. Have your followers interpret/explain 

things. Additionally distribute to them a social site to listen to. You might 

provide them with stereo/radio.

71) You could script a resources class. Let your class transcript stuff. Also 

grant them a web site to hear. You could furnish them with dvd player.
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72) You might sell a vocabulary class. Allow your patrons take notes on 

things. Furthermore fetch them a streaming audio to listen to. You may 

allow them to use binder.

73) You can set up a rules class. Make your buyers to record/tape stuff. 

Plus transfer them a glossary to observe. You can lend them ink jet printer.

74) You should show a time line class. Get your purchasers interview 

people. And send them a streaming video to watch. You might distribute 

them monitors.

75) You could speech a business class. Permit your enrollees to criticize 

stuff. Additionally email them a q and a to memorize. You could lend them 

a projector.

76) You might suggest a shortcuts class. Instruct your members to 

prove/justify things. Also upload them a micro blog to review. You may 

dispense them folding cards.

77) You can syndicate a social networking class. Advice your subscribers 

to fill in the blanks on stuff. Furthermore advance them a video clip to 

digest. You can assign them tablets.
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78) You should tape a statistics class. Persuade your prospects to 

brainstorm/imagine things. Plus remit them a top article to comprehend. 

You might hand out them a punchers.

79) You could teach a steps class.  Enlist your leads to narrate stuff. And 

give them links/bookmarks to analysis. You could supply them with 

protractors.

80) You might conduct a story class. Teach your enlistees to give opinion 

on things. Additionally furnish them with a video tour to evaluate. You may 

give them stamps.

81) You can train a strategies class. Prompt your supporters to 

quote/reference stuff. Also provide them with a texting transcript to 

remember. You can stock them with colored paper.

82) You should transcribe a success story class. Assign your benefactors 

to remember/recall things. Furthermore hand out them a profile/about me 

page to check out. You might let them use a locker.
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83) You could transmit a mentoring class. Order your enthusiasts to 

connect/link stuff. Plus present them with a online tools to research. You 

could provide them with permanent makers.

84) You might tutor a summaries class. Ask your disciples to contribute 

things. And supply them with a statistics stats page to soak up. You may 

furnish them with a supply's box.

85) You can unveil a templates class. Influence your practitioners 

symbolize stuff.  Additionally lend them advice/feedback to take in. You can 

allow them to bring duffel bag.

86) You should upload a systems class. Request your fans to communicate 

things. Also give them a questions to understand. You might lend them 

sticky tack.

87) You could vend a tactics class. Urge your associates to answer 

true/false stuff. Furthermore deliver them a myth article to follow. You could 

distribute them project string.
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88) You might videotape a techniques class. Petition your affiliates to 

outline/essay things. Plus furnish them with archives to absorb. You may 

pass them out utility knives.

89) You can whip out a testing class. Suggest your recruits comment on 

stuff. And give them a countdown video to eye. You can dispense them a 

cell phone.

90) You should wholesale a tips class. Recommend your starters 

comprehend things. Additionally present them with syndicated content to 

study. You might assign them a modeling clay.

91) You could write a internet class. Require your rookies to solve a 

problems. Also supply them with a press release to look at. You could hand 

them out masking tape.

92) You might present a bartering class. Challenge your greenhorns to 

sequence things. Furthermore issue them a coaching/consulting to focus 

on. You may supply them with tot bag.
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93) You can shoot a training class. Push your newcomers put stuff in order. 

Plus ship them a assignments to do. You can give them water colors 

paints.

94) You should perform a language class. Assert your visitors multiple 

choice things. And dispense them with rss feeds to mentally devour. You 

might stock them with super glue.

95) You could simulcast an apprentice class. Demand your colleagues to 

check off/mark stuff. Additionally extend them an event recording to 

explore. You could let them use duck tape.

96) You might telecast a tricks class. Propose your partners to cross 

out/check off things. Also distribute to them a online service to inspect. You 

may provide them with bushes.

97) You can relay a updates class. Summon your temps to mark/circle 

stuff. Furthermore grant them a forum repost to study. You can furnish 

them with backpacks.
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98) You should televise a video class. Direct your interns to project things. 

Plus give a mastermind/brainstorm transcript to read. You might allow them 

to use aprons.

99) You could telephone a one on one class. Guide your students to 

homework. And transfer them a reality video to grasp. You could lend them 

tools to use.

100) You might plug a word/definitions class. Prescribe your pupils tryout 

things. Additionally send them a conversation transcript to master. You may 

present them with a library.
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